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Editorial:
Welcome to 2012!! Nothing like one Chaotic year
rolling into another & as long as it’s fun Chaos we
are up for it.
So starting with the tail end of last year was
the MPF 13Hr Fundraiser that helped generate the
much needed funds to assist our Juniors & player
base’s Geraldton Challenge expenses, many
members dug deep & special mention must go to
Murray May Day Op Shop for their amazing
$1000.00 donation, Scusie Restaurant for
sponsoring all 2011 Sausage Sizzles & Brekky’s &
Greenfields Liquor for their ongoing giveaways &
support. In total we raised & spent in excess of
$5000 between Jan 2011 & Jan 2012.Thanks to
everyone involved.
Then the Gossies stole the Trophy Back :-( a
sad day for us all but a very very close comp &
now the pay up is a Disco theme Party at Gossies,
the date still to be announced.
From there the Premier Champion of Champions
producing a Lady & Man Champ, in Nadine W &
Ben D, congrats to both. Then the Xmas
Presentation Party, Xmas Cup cash Comp & the
NYE Bash all of which were awesome.
This Year Kicked off with the Juniors heading
East to Canberra for the Australian Championships,
where WA scooped the pool in the Teams & had
near perfect results in the singles divisions &
finishing up this month was the much anticipated &
enjoyable Chupa Chup Cup Challenge in Geraldton.
All of which you can read about & check the pics
in this edition.
February sees us try to recover the Gossies
Challenge trophy when we start the new challenge
series off here at Miss Q’s. Qualifying is on Feb
12th & the Challenge on Feb 19th.
Happy reading & see you all around the tables.

Happy Potting
Kez

U18 National
Singles Champion
Two Years Running!!

Congratulations to Luke Foster on his Back to
Back win & we wish him all the best of luck in his
endeavours to Win the World Champioship in June
when he represents Australia in Blackpool, U.K.

Scott Brownrigg Makes his
Mark at the 2012 Junior
National 8 Ball Championships!
After Aaron pushed me to go to the state trials for the
junior eight ball, I made it through to the national team
after coming runner up to Jacob Sumner in the round
robin.
As I arrived in Canberra I was excited, until I arrived
at the pool hall that we where to compete the nationals
at, it was difficult for me at first to play pool because the
floors at the venue where very slippery, and the pockets
on the tables where long, thin and narrow, so it was a
big change compared to the miss Q’s tables and venue,
I got used to it eventually and then it became time to be
serious when the first person I versed was Jacob
Sumner(who I lost to in the state trials) but I shook off
my nerves and played him and in my first game of the
week of many more games to come, in the end I won
Scott Brownrigg
against him 3-1, I was sure that this was gonna be a
2012 U15 Austrailan Runner Up
good sign for the rest of the week, and it was as it
showed on the ladder by the end of all the singles matches that I played, for I had only lost
against three other opponents.
The results came through and it had showed that I had got my self 3rd position on the
ladder which meant I was to play Ethan Beatie (from NT) in the quarter finals who I won
against with a surprising come back with me 1-3 down and I won 4-3 which claimed me into
the semi finals who I won against Matt Curtwood (from VIC) 5-2, I then realised I was in the
grand final against Jordan Mitchell (from SA) but the championship wasn’t going to be held
until 2 days later so I was excited but I tried to stay as calm as I could.
But that wasn’t it, I still had to play in the team event competing against all the other states
with my state WA, the unfortunate and worrying part was, as I was competing in the matches
I was playing awful and by the end of the day I had barely won against anyone. This was not
an assuring sign for tomorrow as I was to be playing in the finals against Jordan Mitchell, the
good news was my team helped lift my extra weight and we claimed our title as the teams
event champions against SA in the final, there was a thrilling exciting roar as we won against
them and shook there hands in congratulating each other in there great effort.
The next day I was to compete in the grand finals against Jordan and my hopes were not
very high as I had only won one game against him through out all of the games we had
played.
We both had our five minute practice before we played the championship and the start
was not looking good as it was 2-0 to Jordan after I went in off with the black in the second
game, I finally won my first game and my spirit was back and I then I won the next making it
2-2, I then started to play to serious and not enjoying myself as I realized because he was on
a hot streak making the score 5-2 to him, so I decided and thought to myself nup im not giving
up so easily so I pulled myself together winning the next 3 games in a row making the score
5-5 I really put the pressure on him but he tried his best and succeeded claiming the national
championship.
I wasn’t entirely upset because I barely practiced for nationals after I had just got my arm
out of its cast. I was rather proud of myself after all the main reason I went to nationals this
year was to see how well I think I would do for next year and I have a pretty good estimate of
where I will be on the ladder for next year.
I would like to thank everyone who supported me in the nationals event. A special thanks
to the eight ball federation and all its sponsors. Miss Q’s for all the fundraising they did for
myself and Pera it was much appreciated. Everyone for donating there money towards the
trip. Mayday opshop for there massive donation of $1000. My family and especially my dad for
his encouragement during the whole event. My Western Australian team mates and manager
Adrian Lancaster for that extra bit of encouragement when times where looking bad. And all
the Miss Q’s supporters for writing those helpful notes to me and Pera they really helped to
know how many people where behind my back and cheering no matter how far away they
were. Anyone else I forgot to include I thank.
And hell there is always next year :P
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W.A
.A.. The 2012 Australian 8 Ball Champions!

Photo:

Adele Christopher Mills
2012 Australian Junior Champions - L-R: Team Manager Adrian Lancaster,
U12 Stella Kearney & Pera Isabeth, U15 Scott Brownrigg & Jacob Sumner & U18 Luke Foster, Keenan Ciglar & Ben Foster.
The 15th to the 21st of January saw our two juniors that made the
the Grand Finals for the Under 12’s, 15’s & 18’s. The Under 12’s
Western Australian State 8Ball Team, head to the Nation’s Capital
was an all QLD affair With Hayden Goode securing the National Title
Canberra to compete against the rest of Australia in six gruelling
for QLD, Next it was our very own Scott Brownrigg in the Under 15’s
days of competition that would see if they were made of the right stuff
Grand Final versing South Australia’s Jordan Mitchell in a match that
to leave an impression on the rest of the country. Pera Isabeth in her
went all the way to the wire with a final score line of 6-5 leaving Scotty
first time representing WA at National level, performed through her
with his second National Title as Under 15’s Runner up and Jordan
nerves putting in an impressive performance in the Under 12’s to
Mitchell as Under 15’s National Champion, Well done to both players,
finish equal 11th in Australia, well done Pera, huge effort for your first
Congratulations on your achievements. Last but not least Geraldton’s
time around congratulations. Scott Brownrigg in the Under 15’s
Luke Foster was back at the top of the heap and ready to defend his
division for the first time after a twelve month break from the game,
Under 18’s Singles Title that he had secured at last year’s Junior
he played well enough to surprise himself it seems and found himself
Nationals and that was exactly what he did, leaving no doubt the Title
finishing in 3rd place on the singles ladder which put him in the
was his stamping his authority all over the Grand Final and keeping
playoff and allowed him the chance to qualify for the singles final
his trophy for another year with the final score line standing at 6-2
which he succeeded in doing, he would later find himself playing for
over Adam Bleumink of VIC. Great effort Luke and good luck at the
yet another Australian Singles Title having already earned his first
World Titles mate, Congratulations. Finally Well Done to Team
Title as an Under 12 two years before. The players took a break from
Manager Adrian Lancaster & partner in crime Adele Mills, for keeping
the Singles format to play the Teams Event in which WA did brilliantly
the Team together and making the experience worry free for the
and at the end of the day held their first of three National Titles that
parents and supporters and our Juniors who participated you deserve
they would secure during their 2012 campaign. A HUGE well done to
a share of the success and praise.
the WA Team & Congratulations to all who played and supported,
Till next year guys, Az.
your success was well deserved. Following the Teams Event was

Pera Isabe
th
’s 1st Junior National 8 Ball Championships
Isabeth
th’s
On the 14 th of January Scotty
Brownrigg, Keenan Ciglar, Jacob
Sumner, Luke Foster, Ben foster, Sella
and I left to Canberra at 3:30pm to play
at the Nationals for pool. Once we
arrived in Canberra it was about 11
o’clock at night (8 in W.A time) once we
all collected our luggage we all headed
over to the taxi stand and caught taxis
to the motel. We stayed at the Best
west Sun Down motel in Narrabundah.
Once we got there we all had to wait
for Adrian and Adele to ring up to get
the code for the safe to pick up our
room keys and some milk. When we
all got our room keys and found out
Pera Isabeth Placed 11th in
where we were staying we settled in
Austraila in the U12’s
while the boys were out playing with
the football and Frisbee at the park down the path. Adrian and Adele
decided that we should have some pizza because we were all kinda
hungry after the flight. Once we decided what pizzas we were all
gonna get we rang up to see where we could get some pizzas.
Everywhere was shut so we decided to ring a taxi and go somewhere
that had some pizzas. When we found out that absolutely everywhere
had no pizzas we decided to have McDonalds instead. We munched
out on nuggets and chips in Scotty and Barry’s room then we all went
to bed around about 1 in the morning. We woke up at around 5 to go
to the bistro and have some breakfast. After that we got ready and left
at about 8 to walk down to the German club to be there by 9 to
practise. When we got there we got assigned to a pool table to
practise on. Then the team managers had to go and have a meeting
while we practised some more. After a lot of practising we finally had
to do team photos. Then we had to do the march in while they said

our names and pronounced the teams. Finally we got to start playing
pool. I lost all my games on the 1st day and the 2nd day but when I
came on the 3rd day I finally won a match and after I won it Adrian
yelled out loud YEEEHOOOO!!!!!! Finally I started winning a few and
so did everyone else. By Friday I was coming 11th and team games
began. We won a few and we lost a few but in the end Western
Australia and South Australia were in the grand final. When it came
to me versing Cooper Dart I ended up loosing but everyone else
won a couple. It came down to Jacobs last game where there was
an incident but they sorted it out and Jacob ended up winning which
means we won the team games!!!. Adele, Adrian, Rose, Nigal and I
ended up going to the Kingston Hotel for dinner. Then the next day
were the grand finals and as you know Scotty cam 2nd in under 15s
and Luke cam 1st in under 18s. We then had the presentation dinner
where we all got our rewards and certificates for coaching/umpiring
games and see everyone else get there medals. There was pretty
alright food at the presentation dinner especially if one man cooked
for all of us. The next day all of the kids and Rose went to the big
splash water park for a little bit while every other parent went to go
sight seeing. All the kids ended up getting sick of the water park so
we ended up jumping in a taxi and driving past Parliament house
and went to the German club where all our luggage was and got
changed and went to go play golf. We played a 9 hole golf corse first
then played mini golf and eventually ended up making our way back
to the airport to head home. On the flight back I had to sit next to
Scotty and Keenan which wasn’t as bad as I thought it was going to
be. We finally arrived home and got our luggage end headed home.
My favourite bit about the whole week would have to be surviving a
whole week with a pack of boys and a couple of girls. Well done to
Scotty for coming 2nd and Luke for coming 1st. have fun in England
Luke :-)
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MPF Balance at End of Jan 2011 = $753.75
Income:
* Lolly Jar Guess - $148.50
* Cake Sale & Raffle - $222.00
* Car Wash/Sausage Sizzle - $647.00
* Pool Comp - $90.00
* $100 Board - $200.00
* Rocky Road - $75.00
* Lotto Board - $890.00
* Miss Q’s Coffee Tin - $526.45
* Pot The Lot - $67.00
* Speed Pool - $70.00
* Table Hire - $153.60
* Cash Donations - $490.00
* Champion of Champions Calcutta - $105.00
* Xmas Cup - $25.00
* Murray May Day Donation - $1000.00
* Lucky Number Board - $50.00
* Jesse Hair Cut - $60.00

Expenses:
* Ladies & Junior State Trial Expenses - $228.25
* Scott Brownrigg National 8 Ball Expenses - $500.00
* Pera Isabeth National 8 Ball Expenses - $500.00
* Luke Foster World Titles Expenses - $500.00
* Suzie Bussanich World Titles Expenses - $500.00
* Geraldton Challenge Accommodation - $2684.65
* Geraldton Fuel Expenses - $400.00
* Geraldton Food Expenses - $122.00

Total MPF Balance to the end of
January 2012 = $138.40

Gossies Get It Back! N
ow W
arty in Disco Theme!
Now
Wee P
Party
After qualifying a crack squad for the
final of the 2011 Gossies Challenge series,
I was pretty confident we could push the
score to two all and force a tie, this would
cause a playoff between Antonio and
myself to see who got to choose the next
stupid task to be performed for the
entertainment of the victors. So with our
crew in tow we headed to Gosnells Pot
Black to engage in battle and hopefully
retain our trophy after winning it back for
the first time in what feels like an eternity.
We hit the tables for a warm up briefly and
then got down to business, the first round
told everything there was to know for me,
firstly we were competitive and secondly
regardless of the strength of our side it was
going to be a tough battle given Gossies
had the home ground advantage, round one
finished with scores tied at ten wins a piece
followed by round two eleven to nine edging
us one frame in front, I remember thinking
we’re gonna have to do better than this if

Gossies Challenge Team Champions

we are going to make walk away with the
trophy again Gossies came back in the
third and after sixty frames of pool there
was two points the difference in Gossies
favour and it was shaping up to be a very
long day. We pushed on and there were
some very impressive results from team
members on both sides with the majority
of rounds finishing 11-9 each team taking
turns, keeping the score very close and
after fourteen rounds and some 280 frames
the final score fell in Gossies favour by a
mere twenty points, a ten frame turn around
would have made the closest Gossies
Challenge in my memory fall in our favour
and would have forced the playoff to decide
the series champions but alas it wasn’t to
be. Player of the match was decided with
a three way playoff between Miss Q’s Evan
Briggs, Gossies Al Babbe and Peter Della
Franka all tied on 11 points with the
eventual winner proving to be a gossies
player Peter Della-Franka. Antonio has

requested as payment for his victory that
we re-enact one of history’s most
disappointing era’s and show up at
Gosnells Pot Black in Disco Theme, (I
worry about that man sometimes first he
wants me in Drag and now sequins,
spandex and platforms. Fml!) so watch
this space people and get set to unleash
the Bee Gee within and we’ll see if we can’t
make Antonio regret this as much as he
regretted having us dress in drag. Anyway
we are in a new year now and soon the
start a new series of Gossies Challenge
Matches I believe this year is the year we
humiliate Antonio and his side!
Mwhahahah - Az.

Next Gossies Challenge is a Home
Match. The Qualifier is on Saturday
Feb11th & the Challenge will be held
the following Sunday Feb19th

Miss Q’s Team Challengers

Gossies Peter
Della-Franka Player
of the Challenge

2012 Chupa Chup Cup - Geraldton

Phrases that come to mind
when I think of the most recent
Chuppa Chupp Challenge in
Geraldton: “Detour due to
fire!”(x2); “Facebook sledging
(Madam Adrianna)”; “Midnight
swimming” (x2); “The Magic
Cup”;
“Artery
hardening
breakfast” (x2); “Drunken
escapades on video” (at least 3);
It all started with the drive up, uneventful as usual, right? Wrong!
A detour due to a fire added almost an hour to the trip. There are lots
of conspiracy theories regarding this event. Ask around, I’m sure
you’ll find some. Settling into the hotel would be without issue,
right? Wrong again! The hotel chain had booked us into the wrong
location, however the consensus was that the pool and spa area
more than made up for it.
The pool started with the Friday Night Knockout resulting in Luke
Foster (The Pot’Ness Monster) runner up to Adrian Lancaster (The
Master). The main event started on Saturday after and artery
hardening breakfast and some inspiring words from Kerry de
Pradines and Jarrad Page. After hard fought match play all day
Geraldton prevailed and retained “The Magic Cup”, and the cheers
rained down as Adrian held the cup aloft. The player of the challenge
was young junior, Ben Foster, who won a cut-throat single frame
knockout, made up of the four best players over the day.
Following the presentation there was another knockout
competition to close the official proceedings. I, Evan Briggs (no
nick name yet L), managed to win the final against Luke Foster.
Once back at the hotel there was time for lots of drink, midnight
swimming, a little noise and good conversation.
Adrian provided us with a new route back to Mandurah so to
avoid the fire affected areas. However, travelling in convoy we
encountered another fire and another detour. I’m sure Adrian directed
us to the second fire on purpose… Just kidding!
Big thanks to Kez and Pagey for putting up with us and to Adrian
and Adele for running such a fun weekend, including some very
exciting pool.
Hi everyone Adam here just
want to start by saying thank
you to Shutts and sally for
driving me up to Gero and back
over the weekend and thanks
to everyone else for putting up
with me. It was my first time
going to Gero and I found it to
be
pretty
awesome
considering when we got there
I started feeling sick which sucked. Anyway it was a really fun
weekend especially on Friday arvo in the pool. We all played pig in
the middle with a water bottle and then most of us went down to the
Italian club for a cash comp and to get a feel for the tables. Saturday
was pretty bad on my part because I only won 5 games but I played
pretty well and they just had to play better and on Sunday we all had
a good breakfast and packed up all our stuff and then came home.
I would also like to thank Kez, Az and the Miss Q’s crew because
without them this wouldn’t of happened thanks for the great
weekend guys Adam out..
I loved every minute from
when we left to when we got
back! The trip was very long and
the detour was lame but I had a
great bunch of fellas with me.
They made the drive a blast.
I did my very best during the
competition, and even though
we didnt win, I was happy with
how I played. I was hoping to win
more games though haha- ill make sure to get more practice in
before the next one. It was amazing to watch some of our top players!
The Gerro guys were a treat to watch as well and they played some
viciously methodical games!
The company was awesome, the conversations were hilarious
and the place was beautiful! (steak n prawns were epic!) I think its
great when people, who all share a love of pool, can get together
and have a great time and make some wonderful memories. I
know I have! And the bacon was freaking sweet!!! Nomes.

My trip too Geraldton by
Damien Stenhouse it all started
Friday morning at Miss Qs
where we started our trip then
on the way up too Gero,
Rhiannon seen some sheep
and said I haven’t seen so
many kangaroos we all pissed
ourselves laughing! Then as we
went through Three Springs &
Gazza seen a sign that said Mayhoffer he thought it said
motherf#*ker and we pissed ourselves laughing! We got to
Geraldton only to find out we weren’t booked in were we thought
we were then we arrived at the new hotel and went straight in the
pool where we played piggy in the middle with a bottle of water,
we were throwing too each other. Friday I played in the knockout
comp I won my first round then just missed out on the second we
went back to the new hotel we were staying in were we had a
party time, played pranks, done shots, went for a swim down the
local boat ramp had a great time. Saturday was match play we all
started off pretty good Gero got us in the end we put a hell of a
fight though. Then we went back too the hotel and partied some
more in closing any one that wants too have a great weekend
tryout for the next Gero challenge. Toothy out.

Where do I start... our Gero
trip started with myself, Nomes,
Pagie and Clifton all travelling up
in Nomes mums sexy volvo. to
entertain us along the way we
had Pagies handy ipod/radio
tuner busting out some
awesome tunes where myself
and Clif would randomly sing
lines of a song in high pitch girly
voices (quite wrong considering neither of us could sing), as well
as every time Pagie saw a horse along the way (which was a lot)
he would yell at the top of his voice *HORSE!*, by the time we
arrived in Gero Pagie had no voice. As for the hotel we didn’t stay in
the same one as last year due to a mix up in the reservations, but
the hotel was by far just as good if not better.
On the competition side of things the Gero team is always a
very hard and consistant team to play, but from a personal level I
think I and the rest of the team competed very well.
To cap it off I slept in on the Saturday morning due to a night of
heavy drinking and socializing, but I remember have a dream about
a crab on the beach and woke up to Kez pinching my big toe. I
swear I thought the crab on the beach got me haha. All in all I think
another successful and fun filled trip. hanging out for next years trip
already, three cheers to the Miss Q’s team and Kez for all her
organising and efforts. Crocker
Hey.... Jesse here.... how’s it
going? What have you guys
been up to? Me? I’ve just been
in Geraldton...... Now I’m
supposed to say some stuff so
here I am. Now to start off with ...
the drive up there... crazy hot ...
got to 46 degrees ... thankfully
the Shuttleworths had air
conditioning ... YAY.... thank god.
Longest 7-8 hours of my life. Then when we eventually got there.....
That includes a mix up of resorts.... I pretty much went straight to
the pool and stayed there for a couple of hours. So awesome...
Played piggy in the middle with a water bottle:D I was in the middle
quite often.
Then we pretty much all went to the pool comp that night..... I
won my first round ... I was happy ... then I got owned by Ben Foster.....
Then I wasn’t so happy but i was really there to get used to the
tables so I was happy to get as far as I did. Then came the whole
reason as to why we were there... The Challenge.... I was excited.
It was a long as hell day and I only won like 4 games but it was a
really good learning experience for me.
I was sad to leave the next day because I just wanted to stay for
a while longer. Anyway I got to wrap this up.... Thanks Kez for the
trip.... thanks to the Shuttleworths for the lift up there and thanks to
Suzie and Emma for the lift back:D - Catcha ... Jesse

Chupa Chup Cup Cont.
I was a Chupa Chup
virgin before traveling up
to Geraldton, I had been
told awesome things
about it and was itching
to get up there and play.
It didn’t disappoint.
Traveling up with Naomi,
Crocker and Pagey was
fun in itself, loud music,
funny conversation and
some interesting stops
along the way. Friday night I went down to the
Italian Club for a knockout comp, but mainly
to get used to the tables. I ended up placing
equal 3rd with Ben Foster, behind Luke Foster
(2nd)and Adrian Lancaster (1st).
Saturday was a big day of pool, all 15
rounds were challenging and at the end I
had 6 wins under my belt. There were no
easy games, every player was at a good level
or outstanding. Miss Q’s eventually fought
out a respectable 116 games to Geraldton’s
184. That night, after the games was another
knockout comp, and I walked out at the end
of the night placing equal 5th, which I was
pretty happy with. A mention should go to Evan
Briggs, who took me out in the quarter final,
and then went on to win the whole thing
against Luke, well done, Evan!
All in all, I had a fantastic weekend, and I
would urge anyone who loves their pool and
a good, fun time, to try out for the home match
in July, and the next Gero trip in January, well
worth it! A big thanks to Kez as well for
everything she does both at home, and away.
-Clif.
Geraldton... What an
eye opener! It was a
long road trip their and
back but so worth it. It
was amazing to see 2
fantastic pool clubs go
head to head! I would
like to share a few
frames I had with the
best that amazed me,
first game I want to talk
about was
Luke
Foster’s... My break, I went dry of the break....
Luke decides to go out on me with a master
AMAZING, next game Adrian... His break, went
dry and then I just missed a pot.... He goes
out AMAZING! The most memorable moment
I had was Luke Foster broke and potted out
like a beast, his ball placement OMG freak,
his ideas to get rid of problems OMG freak.
This trip has made me want to improve so
much!!! I have now found a new fire in my
belly :) next time Miss Q’s and I will come
back a lot stronger! Kim.

After catching up on
my sleep, I finally feel
alive again, that was a
massive weekend and
was definitely worth it.
First
of
all,
congratulations
to
Geraldton on winning
the challenge. They play
some phenomenal 8
ball and I learnt a lot from
watching them play. What intrigued me most
was the delicate and precise shots they
played in order to open to table up. While I try
to do this its much more spontaneous rather
than preplanned; something I need to work
on. The Italian club we played at had its pros
and cons, it was rather hot at times but their
tables were some of the best I’ve ever played
on. John, Rosa and I had some Guarana
energy powder which left us pinging on the
drive up, by the time we got there the effects
were slowly wearing off and as we first
entered the Italian club I thought the ground
was floor was actually vibrating, I asked a
few people about this and they just gave me
funny looks, turns out the floor wasn’t
vibrating. I had a great time playing the
Geraldton team and look forward to playing
them again at Miss Qs. Dooney.

Well where do I begin
as soon as I found out I
was going to Geraldton
I was excited and went
to Miss Q’s and
practised like mad
come Thursday night I
couldn’t sleep was way
to excited to get there the
trip up to Gero was
brilliant where I mistook
a group of sheep for
kangaroos oops we all
had a good laugh about that, we then arrived
at where we thought we where staying and
found out we weren’t there so proceeded to
where we where staying was great fun, Friday
night had a small party for Shutts birthday we
where partying it up like rock stars. On
Saturday morning Kez came to everyone’s
room who was still sleeping and began to
wake us up we all had breky and a good
speech from Jarrad, I was excited to be
playing all the players from Gero to see how
well I played even tho I went for a perfect
doughnut score I was still proud of myself for
how well my game play was to think that all I
need was a bit of luck and I could have won a
few games as a first timer there and have
had only been playing a yr of pool I got hints
on how to play from some of the Gero team
and they the ones i played complemented
me on my game play so to think in a few
months Gero the CUP IS OUR WATCH OUT
THO COZ ILL BE EVEN BETTER..... there is a
lot that went on and I have no idea where to
start but it was a great weekend fun and
exciting and ill definitely go again!

Hi guys, just
here to talk to you
about the Gero
weekend. This
was my first time
being able to
qualify and able to
play in the Geraldton Chupa Chupa Comp
and it was very enjoyable. The trip up was
long and we had to take a detour which set
us back about an hour. When we (John I,
James D, and Evan Briggs) got there we pretty
much jump straight in the pool and played
piggy in the middle which was fun. Over the
weekend most of us got fairly hammered and
had a great time!! The comp on Saturday was
intense and we played againist some
absolutely amazing players like the Foster
Brothers and Adrian Lancester, they had a
very strong side who were more consistant
with their games and we got beaten by about
60 odd frames, so Congratulations To
Geraldton for winning and hosting the Chupa
Chupa comp, and thanks to all the Miss Q’s
players who gave it their all. Thanks Guys for
a good trip!!!

A big thankyou
to all the others for
their support &
encouragement. It
was
a
most
enjoyable
trip
away, tempered by
the disappointment of not playing to my full
potential. I managed to lose too many games
when I was in the box seat and could not
finish them off. Even so I am happy that most
of them had to pull out all stops to beat me. It
is well worth the effort to participate in such a
challenge. Thankyou for the opportunity –
John Taylor
A group of 20
went to Geraldton
for a Chuppa
Chup Challenge).
We arrived to
settle in at the
Broadwater Hotel
a really nice place
by the way but realised we were somewhere
else lol, Then I was off straight to the pool for
a swim with the crew. We play piggy in the
middle with a bottle of water, pretty fun if you
ask me, but after that was all done we went
down to the Italian club for a meet and greet
and play some in which cliffy came equal 3rd
well done mate
The next day Cliff, Shutts and I were up
early to start cooking breakfast, and after that
another swim, the pool was gooood! Match
play saw some interesting results, In the
beginning Crocker and Shutts were on fire
not losing in the morning session, but then
slowed down in the afternoon, overall we
played well and did ourselves proud, Thank
you Kez for the weekend there were fun times
for all. Cheers Pagey

What an awesome
weekend we had, it was
well worth the crazy detour
(and lost no one). Great
effort to all who drove the
marathon, the beer at the
destination at both ends
has never tasted better.
Sally and myself got a few
free lessons (not the good
kind) but the experience will forever improve any one who want to take the challenge. The
opposition was ready for all Miss Qs had to offer but there reign will come to a end.
Congratulations to all who attended and big big thanks to Kez (who’s patience was tested)
and to all chauffeurs, cooks, cleaners and opposition and the hospitality from the Italian club
- Many thanks Sal and Shuttzy
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This Months Champions

L-R: 2011 Ladies
Champion of Champions
Nadine White with
Runner Up Naomi Roper

L-R: 2011 Mens
Champion of Champions
Ben Dougherty with
Runner Up Evan Briggs

L-R: Monday Yellow
L-R: Tuesday Yellow
League Singles Champion Singles Champion Kieran
Derrian Johnson with
Cherrie with Runner Up
Runner Up Jade Annels
Kristie Trainer

L-R: 2011 Peel Community Living
Xmas Comp Champ Chase
with Runner Up Brooke

L-R: 2011 Xmas Cup
Champion Evan Briggs
with Runner Up
Ben Dougherty

L-R: 2011 Xmas
Lancaster Cup Champ
Peter Christie with R/U
Adrian Lancaster

L-R: Michael Shuttleworth
& Miss Q’s youngest
Midget Assassin 4 Year Old
Cooper Shuttleworth

2011 Peel Community Living Xmas
Social Competition

L-R: Geraldton
L-R: 2011 Xmas Cash
Challenge Qualifier
Knockout Champion
Aaron Goodridge with Champion Evan Briggs
Runner Up Evan Briggs with Runner Up Clif Risk

L-R: Monday Purple Team Champions
Derrian & Kelly Johnson of
Team Ball Bashers with Runners Up
Jade Annels & Jake Lawrence

L-R: 2012 Australia Day Cup Cash
Comp Gordon Payne with R/U Jesse
Caldow & 3rd Rhiannon Ecclestone

L-R: Friday Purple
Singles Champion
Todd Bergersen with
Runner Up Katie Murray

L-R: Friday Purple Team Champions
Todd Bergersen & Katie Murray with
R/U Natalie Sutcliffe & Jesse Caldow

:-) B
elow 2011 NYE & Xmas P
re
sen
ta
tion Happy Sn
aps :-)
Below
Pre
resen
senta
tation
Snaps

2011 Premier Pool Leagues Xmas Presentation Party Champions & Special Guest Adrian & Adele from Gero join the Miss Q’s Regulars to see in the New Year
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